
	  

	  

PASSAGE - I  
Fingerprints are the marks made by the ridges on the ends of the fingers and thumbs. These ridges 
form a pattern that stays the same throughout a person's life. No two persons have ever had the 
same fingerprints. So fingerprints are a foolproof way of identifying a person. A fingerprint record is 
made in an interesting manner. A small piece of metal is coated with a thin film of ink. Next, a 
person's finger and thumb tips are pressed against the inked surface. Then the fingertips are pressed 
on a white card. The prints are recorded in exact detail. Fingerprinting is often used to solve crimes. 
Fingerprints are picked up at the scene of a crime. These are compared with those of a suspect. 
Millions of fingerprints are kept on files by police departments. Fingerprinting is also used in finding 
missing persons and identifying unknown dead. It is used to screen people who apply for certain 
jobs. It is thought that the Chinese used thumb prints to sign documents a long time before Christ. 
The system used today was invented by Sir Francis Galton in the 1880's. In 1901, Sir E.R. Henry 
found a simple way of grouping fingerprints. His system is used by many law-enforcement 
organisations  
1. Fingerprints are the most ............ way of identifying a person.  
a) best b) genuine c) sincere d) accurate  
 
2. The main reason why fingerprinting is used for identification is that  
a) every individual has a unique set of fingerprints.  
b) every set of fingerprints falls into a pattern  
c) records of fingerprints can be maintained.  
d) fingerprints can be picked up even after a crime.  
 
3. Who first evolved a system of using finger impressions to authenticate documents?  
a) Sir Francis Galton b) Sir E.R. Henry c) The Chinese d) The British 
 
4. The present system of recording fingerprints is around ......... years old.  
a) 2200 b) 100 c) 500 d) 220 
 
5. The fingerprints are stored for record  
a) on a white card b) on an inked surface c) on paper files d) on a small piece of metal  
 
PASSAGE - II  
An old man with steel-rimmed spectacles and very dusty clothes sat by the side of the road. There 
was a pontoon bridge across the river and carts. trucks, and men, women and children-were crossing 
it. The mule-drawn carts staggered up the steel, bank from the bridge with soldiers helping to push 
against the spokes of the wheels. The trucks ground up and away heading out of it all. The peasants 
plodded along in the ankle-deep dust. But the old man sat there without moving.  
6. What was the old man wearing ?  
a) Steel-rimmed spectacles b) An old shirt and pant  
c) Very dusty clothes d) Steel-rimmed spectacles and very dusty clothes  
 
7. Mention those which crossed the bridge besides human beings.  
a) mules and horses. b) Men, women and children c) Carts and trucks d) Soldiers and carts  
 
8. Who were helping to push the mule-drawn carts?  
a) Mules b) The villagers c) The horses d) Soldiers 
 
9. Where was the old man sitting ?  
a) In the cart b) Over the bridge c) By the side of the road d) On the banks of the river  
 



	  

	  

10. Why was he sitting there ?  
a) To admire the natural scenery. b) To watch the people passing by. c) Because he was so tired that 
he couldn't go any further. d) Waiting for somebody.  
 
PASSAGE - III  
Most authorities agree that St. Valentine is "the lover's saint". However, some writers are inclined to 
believe that no such person existed, though there appears to be proof that he was a Christian Bishop 
and that he suffered martyrdom under the Roman Emperor Claudius on February 14, 271 (A.D.). The 
story is that Emperor Claudius issued a decree forbidding marriage. Married men disliked leaving 
their families to go to war, and they did not make good soldiers, according to the Emperor's notion. 
Since good soldiers were needed, he decided that marriage had to be abolished. The good priest 
Valentine heard this and was sad. he invited young lovers to come to him and secretly got them 
married. The emperor learnt of this and had Valentine put in prison. There the "friend of lovers" 
languished and died martyr to love. The Church made him a Saint and allotted the day of his death, 
February 14, to him. So it is not surprising that youngsters in Rome made this day a special one 
in honour of the saint; St. Valentine's day came to be known as "the day for all true lovers". Three 
Egyptian words will tell us more about the customs of Valentine's Day than all the falsehoods 
concerning the Saint. In Egyptian language, Va or Fa means "to bear", Len is "the name" or "to 
name". "Ten" means "to determine". Thus the day of Valentine is that which determines whose name 
shall be borne by each person in this mode of marriage by drawing lots. The custom points to the 
time when chance, rather than choice, was the law. Marriage is still said to be a lottery. The custom 
of sending caricatures on Valentine's Day is probably based on aserting the freedom of choice, and 
making a mock of chance. If one decides to entertain people at a supper or dinner on Valentine's 
Day, the decoration and even the food should follow the spirit of the day. Invitations are usually heart-
shaped--a custom that originated with the first manufactured Valentines which were usually in the 
shape of hearts---darted through with arrows.  
11. The writer means that St. Valentine actually lived. Which of the following statements best reveal 
the meaning?  
a) Most authorities agree that St. Valentines was known as "the lovers saint."  
b) Valentine was put in prison and he died a martyr to love.  
(c) There appears to be proof that he was a Christian Bishop in the 3rd century.  
(d) Some writers are inclined to believe that no such person existed.  
 
12. Married men did not make good soldiers because  
(a) they did not want to live their families.  
(b) they did not like to go to war.  
(c) their families did not want them to go to war.  
(d) the emperor abolished their marriage.  
 
13. Valentine was made a Saint by  
(a) Emperor Claudius (b) Married Men (c) Young Lovers (d) Roman Church  
 
14. Valentine was called a martyr to love because.  
(a) he was sad for the young lovers (b) he got young lovers married (c) he died for the sake of young 
lovers.  
(d) the king put him in prison  
 
15. The first manufactured Valentines were usually heart- shaped. The word 'Valentine' here refers to 
(a) St. Valentine (b) Invitation cards (c) Egyptian word (d) Fourteenth February  
 
 



	  

	  

PASSAGE-IV  
The ease with which democratic Governments have given way to authoritarian regimes in one Asian 
country after another has made many persons ask in despair whether the parliamentary system 
based on the Western model is suited to underdeveloped countries. People who do not know how to 
read and write, they argue, can hardly know how to vote. Popular elections often bring incompetent 
men to the top, they contend, and the division of party spoils and breeds corruption. What is 
worse, the system of perpetual party warfare obstructs the business of Government. They point to the 
dismal results of the last ten years. The pace of social and economic change has been far too slow 
and the Governments in most of the underdeveloped countries have failed to come to grip with the 
problems which face the people. What they say is not doubt true to some extent but it is pertinent to 
remember that every alternative to democracy, while it in no way guarantees greater integrity or 
efficiency in the administration, lacks even the saving merit of regimes which, based onthe suffrage of 
the people, leave it to the people to find out, by trial and error, who is their best friend. The people 
can peacefully get rid of a democratic Government which has failed to keep its promise, they can 
overthrow a dictatorial regime only through a violent revoltuion. Those who feel sore over the ills from 
which democratic regimes suffer should be wary therefore suggesting a cure which is likely to 
undermine the democratic structure of the state. The people can atleast raise their voice of 
protest against the injustices of a democratic Government; they can only suffer in silence the tyranny 
of a regime which is responsible to no one but itself.  
 
16. Democratic Governments have given way to authoritarian regimes in several  
Asian countries because  
(a) Asians are underdeveloped.  
(b) Asians like powerful leaders  
(c) Asians cannot read and write and can hardly know how to vote.  
(d) Asians have not been able to adapt themselves to the Westren Parliamentary system.  
 
17. Popular elections  
(a) Breed corruption.  
(b) Stop the work of the Government.  
(c) Result in a division of parties  
(d) Bring incompetent and unprincipled men to power.  
 
18. In the last ten years, the Governments in the underdeveloped countries.  
(a) produced impressive results. (b) failed because they could not face the people. (c) neglected 
social and economic problems. (d) were too incompetent to speed up social and economic change.  
 
19. Every alternative to democracy  
(a) is based on the suffering of the people (b) enables people to find their best friend. (c) lacks the 
safeguard of being peacefully overthrown by the people if it does not fulfill its promises. (d) lacks the 
saving merit of integrity and effciency.  
 
20. A democratic form of Government is superior to a dictatorial one because  
(a) it makes people protest in a raised voice (b) people can protest against its injustices, and even 
overthrow it peacefully. (c) people can only suffer in silence. (d) the tyranny of a regime is responsible 
to itself.  
 
PASSAGE-V  
When flowers bloom in the lush bamboo plantations in the hills of the northeast, the tribesmen are 
thrown into a state of panic. The rare phenomenon of the flowering of a dwarf-sized bamboo species 
triggers a boom in the rat population. They devour the crops in near by farmlands. The result is 



	  

	  

famine. The mauve-coloured flowers sprouting in the hill-slopes in the sprawling Seppavally in east 
Kameng district, ArunachalPradesh, are a palpable threat to the State Government. The worries are 
justified, if the catastrophe caused by the flowering of a bamboo species named Mau in Mizoram in 
1959 is anything to go by. Rodents had multiplied in millions during the flowring of bamboos and 
ravaged the crops in the foothills. The flowering of the bamboo species in Arunachal Pradesh was 
first noticed in september this year. The depredations by the rats in the paddy, maize and miller fields 
from Bhalukpong on the Assam border to Seppa valley in the north were reported soon. As the 
agriculture department rushed its field-staff to the affected areas to fight the rampaging rodents with 
rat-traps and zinc phosphate, fresh alarms were sounded with flowering reported from the Tezu 
circle. According to the local MLA much of the crops in Kameng had been destroyed by October. The 
state Veterinary Minister also confirmed the reports of a near-famine condition in that inaccessible 
district. The rats, feeding on the flower seedlings, continue to multiply. Till today, 33,000 rats, of the 
26 varieties in the State have been trapped with the help of indigenous devices. The chief Minister 
has sent an SOS to the Centre for both supplies and expertise in combating the rat menace.  
21. In the opening passage (2nd sentence) the phrase 'triggers a boom' means  
a) brings about a change b) causes an increase c) causes an upheaval d) starts an exodus  
 
22. The destruction in Bhalukpong was reported, according to the passage 
 a) in September b) in August c) in October d) in November  
 
23. A near- famine condition was reported  
a) in the Seppa vallery b) in Kameng c) in the Tezu circle d) at Bhalukpong  
 
24. The flowering of the bamboo made the people  
a) cautious b) hungry c) anxious d) panicky  
 
25. What is the writer's attitude to the tribal people's problem?  
a) Sympathetic d) Critical c) Harsh d) Neutral  
 
(26-30) – Choose the correct meaning of the phrase 
26.  To play on a fiddle-  
a) To play an important role   (b) To play upon a musical instrument  
(c) To be busy over trifles   (d) To be busy over important matter  
 
27. Alma Mater-     
(a) Mother's milk      (b) Mother's concern for the child  
(c) The learning that one receives from mother  (d) Institution where one receives education  
 
28. To be on the apex  
(a) To scale a peak (b) To be at the highest point (c) To punish somebody (d) To beat somebody  
 
29. At one's beck and call  
(a) To climb the back (b) To call from behind (c) To be always at one's service or command (d) Not to 
care for anybody  
 
30. At one's wit's end- (a Completely confused (b) To be very witty (c) To have no sense of humour 
(d) To confuse others  
 
Direction: 31-35 : Each word or phrase is followed by four words or phrases. Choose the word or 
phase which is most nearly the same  
 



	  

	  

31. Pragmatism- (a) Appearance (b) Obscurantism (c) Practicality (d) Reversion  
 
32. Expeditiously (a) Rapidly b. easily (c) Vividly d. none of these  
 
33. Precarious (a) Huge b. uncertain (c) Dangerous d. valuable  
 
34. Vagrant- (a) Wandering b. Not clear (c) Futile d. None of these  
 
35. Valediction (a) Valid B. Farewell speech (c) Judgement d. None of these  
 
Pick the one which best describe the statement  
 
36. Capable of being approached-  
(a) Accessory (b) Easy (c) Accessible (d) Adaptable  
 
37. One who is liked by people-  
(a) Samaritan (b) Popular () Philanthropist (d) Misanthropepist  
 
38. No longer in use-  
(a) Impracticable (b) Obsolete (c) Absolute (d) Useless  
 
39. A child born after the death of his father-  
(a) Posthumous (b) Bastard (c) Kiddy (d) Stepson.  
 
40. One who is present everywhere-  
(a) God (b) Omnipotent (c) Omnipresent (d) Visible  
 
In Questions 41 to 50, some of the sentences have errors and some have none. Find out which part 
of sentence has an error and mark that letter (A),  
(B), (C) as your answer. If there is no error, mark (D) as your answer.  
 
41. Many a student (A)/ have passed (B)/ the I.I.T. examination. (C)/ No error. (D)  
42. On the time (A)/ of the opening ceremony of the theatre (B)/ a large crowd had assembled. (C)/ 
No error. (D)  
43. Americans are accustomed to (A)/ drinking coffee (B)/ with their meals. (C)/ No error. (D)  
44. He asked (A)/ whether either of the brothers (B)/ were at home. (C)/ No error. (D)  
45. After the teacher had told the boys (A)/ how to pronounce the word (B)/ all of them in one voice 
(C)/ repeated the word again. No error. (D)  
46. It was me who was (A)/ responsible for (B)/ making all the arrangements for the successful 
completion of his studies. (C)/ No error. (D)  
47. I wonder (A)/ why are you tinkering with the wire (B)/ you might get a shock (C)/ No error. (D)  
48. No sooner she had realised (A)/ her blunder than she began (B)/ to take corrective measures. 
(C)/ No error. (D)  
49. Let's spend a few minutes (A)/ in the park, (B)/ can we? (C)/ gone now, (D)  
50. You'd better (A)/ gone now, (B)/ or you'll be late. (C)/ No error. (D)  
 
51. 1904 x 1904 =  
a. 3654316  b. 3632646 c. 3625216 d. 3791203 
 
52. 3268.7 + 326.87 + 32.687 + 3.2687 = ? 



	  

	  

a. 3658.3127 b. 36583.127 c. 365.82573 d. 3631.5257 
 
53. The C.I on a certain sum for 2yrs at 10% per annum is Rs.525. The SI on the same sum for 

double the time at half the rate per cent per annum is  a. 400    b.500  c.600   d.800   
54. Two numbers are less than a third number by 30% and 37%. How much percent is the second 
number less than the first number?     
a. 3%  b. 4%  c. 7%     d. 10%   
 
55. A supplies 20 men, who work for 8h a day for 6 days. B supplies 15 men working 9h a day for 7 days 
and C supplies 10 men working 6h a day for 8 days. If Rs. 636 is paid for all the men, what is C’s share? 
 a.128  b.136  c. 148  d. 154  

 
56. Find the average of first 20 multiples of 7 

       a. 73.5  b. 74.5  c. 76.5  d. 78.5 
 

57. By traveling at 2/5th of the original speed, a person covers a certain distance in 15 mins more than the 
usual time taken by him. Find the original time.  

a. 5mins  b. 10mins c. 15mins d. 12mins 
 

58. A is thrice as good a workman as B and takes 10 days less to do a piece of work than B takes. B 
alone can do the whole work in 

a. 12 days  b. 15 days  c. 20days  d. 30days 
 

59. A bottle contains ¾ of milk and the rest water. How much of the mixture must be taken away and 
replaced by equal quantity of water, so that the mixture has half milk and half water? 

a. 25%  b. 33.33%  c. 45%   d. 50% 
 

60. Ram can do a piece of work in 8 days which Shyam can finish in 12 days. If they work at it on 
alternate days with Ram beginning, in how many days, the work will be finished?  

a. 9.33  b. 9.5   c. 9 1/24  d. 10.33 
 

61. A sum of money becomes five times at simple interest of 8% per annum. At what rate percent will it 
become seven fold? 

a. 6%  b. 10%   c. 12%   d. 14% 
 

62. Find the sum of all 2 digit numbers divisible by 9  
a. 1655   b. 1700   c. 1755   d. 1575  
 

63. The amount of Rs. 14000 at compound interest at 4% per annum for 2 years is,  
a. Rs. 15142.4  b. Rs. 16286.8   c. Rs. 13280.7   d.Rs.  14428.6 

 
64. If 6 men working 8 hours a day earn Rs. 840 per week, then 9 men working 6 hours a day will earn 
how much per week?    
a. 950  b. 960   c. 940   d. 945 
 
65. Two partners invested Rs. 1250 and Rs. 850 respectively in a business. Both the partners shared 
60% of the profit and distributed the rest 40% as the interest on their capitals. If one partner received Rs. 
30 more than the other, the total profit is 

a. 262.50  b. 622.50  c. 220.50  d. 226.50 



	  

	  

 
66. The average weight of 8 persons of a family is increased by 1kg when one of the members whose 
weight is 60kg is replaced by a new person. The weight of the new person (in kg) is 

a. 61  b. 68   c. 62   d. None of these 
 

67. A car covers a distance of 715 km at a constant speed. If the speed of the car had been 10km/h 
more, then it would have taken 2 hrs less to cover the same distance. What is the original speed of the 
car? 

a. 55km/h  b. 50km/h  c. 45km/h  d. 65km/h 
 

68. A train after travelling 150km meets with an accident and then proceeds with 3/5 of its former speed 
and arrives at its destination 8h late. Had the accident occurred 360km further, it would have reached the 
destination 4h late. What is the total distance travelled by the train? 

a. 840km  b. 960km  c. 870km  d. 1100km 
 

69. A man travelled 2/11 of his journey by coach, 17/22 by rail and walked the remaining 1km. How far 
did he go? 

a. 22km  b. 20km  c. 33km  d. 27km 
 

70. Rs. 120 is divided among A, B and C such that A’s share is Rs. 20 more than B’s and Rs.20 less than 
C’s. What is B’s share? 

a. 10  b. 15   c. 20   d. 25 
 

71. Pointing towards a boy Veena said, “He is the son of only son of my grandfather”. How is that boy 
related to Veena? 
A) Uncle B) Brother C) Cousin D) Data Inadequate 

 
72. If E=5 and HOTEL = 12, then LAMB will be coded as 
A) 7  B) 10       C) 26  D) 28  

 
73. In a certain code, EAT is written as 318 and CHAIR is written as 24156. What will TEACHER be 

written as? 
A)8312346  B) 8321436  
C) 8312436  D) 8313426 
 
 (74-75)Find the odd one out 
 

74. 3, 5, 7, 12, 17, 19, 23 
A) 23  B) 19   

C) 17   D) 12 
 

75. 4, 5, 7, 10, 14, 18, 25, 32 
A) 7   B) 14   

C) 18   D) 32 
 

76. A clock is so placed that at 12 noon its minute hand points towards North-East. In which direction 
does its hour hand point at 1:30pm? 
A) North B) South     C) East      D) West 

 
77. Sachin ranks seventh from top and twenty sixth from the bottom in a class. How many students are 
there in the class? 



	  

	  

A) 31 B) 32        C) 33         D) 34 
 

78. Five children are sitting in a row. S is sitting next to P but not T. K is sitting next to R who is sitting on 
the extreme left and T is not sitting next to K. Who is/are sitting adjacent to S? 

 A)K and P  B) R and P  
 C) Only P  D) P and T 
 
Give answer 

A) Both A and R are true and R is the correct explanation of A. 
B) Both A and R are true but R is not the correct explanation of A. 
C) If A is true but R is false. 
D) If A is false but R is true. 

 
79. Assertion(A): Carbon Monoxide when inhaled causes death. 

        Reason(R): Carbon Monoxide combines with    
        Hemoglobin 
 

80. Assertion(A): Clothes are not washed properly in hard water. 
Reason(R): Hard water contains many minerals. 
 

81. If ‘white is called blue’, ‘blue is called red’, ‘red is called yellow’, ‘yellow is called green’, ‘green is 
called black’, ‘black is called violet’ and ‘violet is called orange’. What would be the color of human 
blood? 
a) Red b) Green   c) Yellow       d) Violet 

 
82. In a certain code, QUESTION is written as SWGUVKQP, identify the option which gives the correct 
code for the word RECEPTIONIST. 
A) TGEGRKVQPKUV  
B) TGEGRVQKPKUV  
C) TGEGRVKQPKUV 
D) TGEGRVKQKPUV 

 
83. A family comprises seven members namely M, N, O, P, Q, R and S. Among them four are adults and 
three are children. Of the three children, only R and S are girls. M and P are brothers and M is a pilot. Q 
is an airhostess married to one of the brothers and has two children. N is married to P and S is their 
child. Who is O? 
A) M’s son  B) R’s father   

C) Q’s daughter D) P’s son 
 

84. Manik if fourteenth from the right end in a row of 40 boys. What is his position from the left end? 
a) 24th        b) 25th c) 26th   d) 27th  
 

85. 24 : 576 :: 32 : ___ 
a. 1024            b. 992       c. 1228             d. 865 

 
 86. Who is the brand ambassador of Axis Bank ? 

a)Deepika Padukone  b) Priyanka  Chopra  c) Amitabh Bachchcan  d) None  
 
 87. Who is the new Governor of Reserve Bank Of India ? 

a)Urjit Patel   b) Raghuram Rajan  c)Arun Jaitly  d)Narendra Modi  
 



	  

	  

88. Who has been appointed as the new Army chief of India ? 
a)Bipin Rawat   b) Dalbir Singh Suhaag  c) Bikram Singh  d) Vijay Kumar Singh  
 
89. Who has been appointed as the new chairman of Tata sons ? 
a) Natarajan Chandrashekharan b) Cyrus Mistry  c) Jamsheji TATA  d)Ratan Tata  
 
90. Who is the CEO of Twitter ? 
a) Jack Dorsey  b) Mark Zukerberg  C) Sunder Pichai d) Satya Nadella  
 
91. Who is the textile minister Of India ? 
a) Smriti Irani   b) Uma Bharti  c)Sushma Swaraj  d) Rajnath Singh 
 
92. Toyota , Honda , Nissan and Mitshubishi are the brand of cars from Which country ? 
a) Germany   b)USA   c) Japan  d) Italy 
 
93. Mera Khata Bhagya Vidhata is the tag line of which Govt plan ? 
a)Digital India  b) Jan Dhan Yojna  c) Pension Yojna   d) Sukanya Samridhi Yojna  
 
94. BHIM mobile application is to motivate Indians for ? 
a)Digital payments  b) Healthy India  c)Child education  d) Make in India  
 
95. Whose biography is known as ‘An Unsuitable Boy’? 
a) Sachin Tendulkar b) Shahrukh Khan c) Karan Johar d) Virat Kohli 
 
96. Which brand has its tag line as ‘Taking India to the world’? 
a) Reliance  b) ITC   c) Aditya Birla d) Arivind  
 
97. Deepika Padukone did an ad Da Da Ding for which brand? 
a)Nike   b) Adidas  c) Puma  d) None of these 
 
98. ‘Swarovski’ will be available exclusively on  
a. Myntra  b) Jabong  c) Flipkart  d) Amazon.in 
 
99. Which car maker recently tied up with Hackett to launch debut fashion collection? 
a. Alfa Romeo  b) Lamborghini c) Aston Martin d) None of these 
 
100. Indian(s) who won Magsaysay Award 2016 is/are:  
a. Bezwada Wilson b. T.M Krishna  c) Both a) & b)  d) Neither a nor b  
 
 

 

 
 
 


